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1). 14-02-040 addressed issues raised in Track III of the 2012

long-term procurement planning rules.

I). 14-03-004 addressed issues raised in Track IN' of the 2012 
I.TPP. which assessed and outlined the long-term 
procurement needs for local capacity requirements due to the 
permanent retirement ol'the San Onol’re Nuclear Cieneraling 
Station.
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B.

IClaimant CPUC VerifiedJ

1. April IS. 2012 

Max IN. 2012 

Max 10.2012

~+
2.

3. Date NO I 01 ~ JO4. Was the 4

5. Based on A
number:

xli A. 13-00-015.

6. Date of A Lj ru 1 ing: Oct. I". 2013.

7. Based on another CPUC determination 
(specify):_______________________

8. Has the Claimant dejmo_nsfratedcustorner orcustomer-related statud?___
_______________ Showing of “significant financial hardship” (§ 1802(g));

A. 13-06-0159. Based on AI.J ruling issued in proceeding
number:

' 1 D ' u [ i- ing: October 17. 2015

11. Based on another CPUC determination 
(specify):_______________________

Claimant demonstrated significant financial hardship?____
____________________ Timely request for compensation (§ 1804(c)):

D. 14-03-004 _

March 14,.2014

May 12, 2014

dear I al Decision:

14. Date of Issuance of Final Order or Decision:

15. File date of compensation request:

/as the request for compensation timely?

C. ; reference #

California 
Bin ironmental 
Justice __[

Claimant CPUC Comment

The California Iin\ ironmental Justice Alliance (CB.IA) is an alliance 
of six grassroots en\ ironmental justice organizations that are 
situated throughout the stale of( alifornia. CB.IA's six organizations
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represent utility customers throughout CaliI'orniii that arc concerned 
about their health and the cm ironmenl. The organizational 
members ofCH.IA are: Asian Pacific Ian ironmental Network. The 
Center lor Community Action and Ian ironmenlal Justice. Center on 
Race. Poverty & the Ian ironmenl. Communities Ibra Belter 
Ian ironmenl. Ian ironmental Health Coalition, and People 
Organizing to Demand Ian ironmental and Economic Justice. Ch.lA 
is an unincorporated organization that is fiscall\ sponsored by the 
lan ironmental Health Coalition. All of the members of (TJA are 
non-profit public interest entities. Together, the six member 
organizations of C1 ’JA are working to achieve cm ironmental justice 
for low-income communities and communities of color throughout 
the state of California. In particular. (T..IA is pushing for policies at 
the federal, state, regional and local levels that protect public health 
and the environment. ( I-.IA is also working to ensure that California 
enacts statew ide climate change policies that protect low-income 

Lcommunities and communities of color.

’I. I I

Specific References to Claimant’s 
Presentations and to Decision

Showing 
Accepted by

forward Purchasing (II 2 12) at pp. 1-2 (Cli.lA argued that 
increased transparency will satisfy the 
SB 14NN requirement for "meaningful 
public participation and open decision
making" in the procurement process).

increase transparency within the 
procurement process to ensure 
meaningful public participation. In 
response to arguments put forth by 
the utilities. CHJA also argued that 
transparency issues were within the 
scope ol'llie proceeding.

pp. 4-5. (CH.IA urged the Commission 
to require further transparency within 
the procurement process to ensure 
meaningful public participation).

position vv hen it considered 
transparency issues in the Decision 
anil agreed to increase transparency 
by promoting greater reporting.

(5 10 12) at p. 2 (ClHA rebutted 
PGAI-'s and SIXiAH's suggestions and 
arguments that transparency issues 
should not be considered in this 
proceeding).
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(5 10 13) ;il pp. 3-4 (CliJA annual tlial 
transparency issues arc w illiin the 
general seope of this proceeding).

promote greater reporting of the 
in formal ion that the Commission 
regularly eolleets from the utilities, 
either as aggregate or in speeifie when 
acl\ isahle.")

p. 73 ("It is in the publie interest to 
promote greater reporting of the 
information that the Commission 
regularly eolleets from the utilities 
regarding proeurement activities, either 
as aggregate or in specific, to the market j 
and the CAISO. to the extent that 
confidentiality is not compromised.")

Capacitv of lixistinii Plants or 
Repovvered Plants to bid into Rl Os.

pp. 7-0 (CliJA urged the Commission to 
adopt a rule allowing existing power 
plants to bid upgrades or repowers into 
RI-'Os. and CliJA identified specific 
technology that would make such 
upgrades or repowers more cost- 
effective than constructing a new 
facilitv).

adopt a rule explicitly allowing 
existing power plants to bill 
upgrades or repovvers into nevv- 
generalion Rl Os. CliJA also 
pointed out specific examples 
where incremental capacity 
upgrades at existing facilities would 
be eost-effeetiv e. Consistent vv ith 
Cli.lA's position, the Decision 
allows these speeifie types of 
incremental capacity to bid into 
new-generation Rl Os.

(5 10 13). at p. 5 (CliJA argued that 
upgrades and repovvers should be 
allowed to bid into Rl 0> because these 
types of incremental capacity can be less 
expensive to ratepayers and less 
damaging to the cm ironment).

( flic Commission approved allowing 
incremental capacity of existing plants 
or repovvered plants to participate in 
long-term R1 Os).

p. 75 ( flic Commission defined the 
terms "upgraded plants" and "repovvered

.,4.,
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incremental capacity to bid into a new 
generation RIO).

More Transparent and Accessible to 
the Public

pp. 11-12 (CL.IA urged the Commission 
lo create ;i template lor („)( Rs be created 
to "allow interested members of the 
public and regulators to easily rev iew 
the information presented.")

quarter!} compliance reports ((„)CR) 
should be more accessible anil 
transparent. CL.IA specifically 
suggested that the public should be 
included in the rev ision process and 
that a plain language summary 
should be pro\ ided.

C omments to the PI) (2 IS 14) at pp. b- 
7 ("CL.IA and Sierra Club urge the 
Commission to include the public in 
revisions to the (JCR submissions by 
facilitating a workshop aimed at refining 
the content and format of the LXRs and 
by including a plain language summary 
at the beginning of the report.")

information in the (,)CRs is 
"complicated and voluminous." and 
that improvements lo the (,)( R 
content and formatting would help 
the public and Commission staff. 71 (information presented in the QCRs 

is "complicated and voluminous").

Conclusion of Law 12 in the 
Proposed Decision was amended to 
require the hnergy Division lo 
review "public comment" lo create 
new guidelines. Additionally. the 
Proposed Decision was also 
amended to state that "public input" 
would help the Commission make 
the best use of (,)CR data.

71 (Public input into reev aluation of the 
(„)CRs would help the Commission 
staff).

Law 12. at p. 74
R. 12-03-014 ( I 2N 14). Conclusion of 
Law 12. at p. 73.

p. 7b.

(5 10 13) at pp. 1-2.Access

require l()l s lo make and 
incorporate reasonable estimates of 
departing load. i.e. Direct Access, 
into their bundled procurement 
plans. CL.IA argued that failing to 
do so would lead to 
overprocurement, which in turn 
could saddle ratepayers and the 
environment with unneeded

on the PD at pp. 3-4.

("lOCs are expected to plan for 
reasonable amounts of departing load").

72.

pp. 74-75 (directing lOl-s lo "estimate _

- 5 -
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Access.. .departing load mer llie 10- 
year term ol'llie l()l s bundled plan").utilities to estimate reasonable 

levels of departing load.

Assumed W hen Calculating I.CR 
Need. 20.

Independent System Operator's 
(CAISO's or ISO's) refusal to 
consider the W LCC-approved 
Special Protection Scheme (SPS) in 
SIXi&L's territory when 
calculating local capacity reliability 
(l.t R) need for the SON(iS study 
area. In general. CL.IA argued that 
as a matter of policy the 
Commission should consider the 
probability of occurrence and cost 
to ratepayers in assessing need and 
that such consideration is a policy 
issue with regard to which the 
Commission should not defer to 
ISO. Specifically w ith respect to 
the SPS and load shedding. CL.IA 
argued that because the use ol’llie 
SPS as a response to a Category C 
contingency was allowed under 
NLRC and W'LCC reliability 
standards, and since ISO had 
provided no probability analysis or 
cost-benellt analysis to support its 
position, the SPS should be 
considered at least an interim 
solution vv bile transmission 
mitigations (such as the Mesa 
I.oop-ln) or generation (such as 
uncommitted preferred resources) 
are being developed. CL.IA 
submitted written testimony and 
briefing on this point, worked with 
ORA and Sierra Club to develop 
the issue in discovery, and cross- 
examined ISO w itnesses on the

L 'ssllc-

14-19

would be prudent “to wait to see vvlial 
resources develop in the SON(iS service 
area to determine whether an SPS or 
other load-shedding protocol need serve 
as a bridge until such resources are in 
place. In particular, we see the 
likelihood that the procurement of 
preferred resources as authorized herein 
(and as acquired through other means) 
will develop sufficiently over time to 
mitigate the need for further resources, 
so that the SPS in SIXiiCL territory can 
be lilted and reliability at an N-l-l 
contingency level can be maintained. In 
addition ami or alternatively, 
transmission solutions such as the Mesa 
l.oop-ln may mitigate the need for 
further resources." I). 14-03-004. at pp. 
40-47.

30. at pp. 125-20 (finding that "|i]n the 
unlikely event that an N-l-l failure 
would occur in the planning period of 
this proceeding during summer hours, it 
will not lead to load shedding except for 
less than 2.5" » of the lime.").

at p. 130 (“It is not reasonable to 
aulhori/e procurement of additional 
resources at this lime to mitigate load-

- 6 -
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identified In the ISO in the SIXi&L 
lerrilorv.").

CL.IA's position, concluding that it 
is not reasonable to rci|uire 
ratepayers to pay the eost of 
additional resources to fully 
militate the identified N-l-l 
contingency without an SPS. and 
lh;il it is reasonable to subtract 5NN 
MW from the ISO's forecasted 
IX R need "because our policy 
decision entails a certainly that 
resources will not be procured at 
this time to fully avoid the remote 
possibility of load-shedding . . .

Demand Response was 
l mdercounled. 43.

'second contingency' demand 
response (DR) undercounted the 
DR resources likely to exist by 
2022. Specifically. (Td.\ argued 
that the ISO improperly assumed 
that the character of DR programs 
that exist today are the same as will 
exist in 2022 and that the institution 
of R. 13-00-1 | makes it clear the 
Commission does not intend for DR 
programs to remain in stasis. CI JA 
argued that ISO's calculation of 
need should be reduced to reflect 
the likelihood that such resources 
would be available to meet I.C'R 
need in 2022. CI JA submitted 
testimony and briefing and cross- 
examined w ilnesses on this issue.

and 2144-40.

correct that we expect demand response 
programs to evolve and improve. In the 
future it is reasonable to expect that 
some amount of what is not considered 
'second contingency" demand response 
resources can be available to mitigate 
the first contingency, and therefore meet 
I.CR needs.” D. 14-03-004 at p. 57.

124.

125 (A proxy for calculating a minimum 
I.CR need level is to calculate the I.CR 
impact if any two likely potential 
scenarios (load-shedding. Mesa Loop- 
lit. additional energy efficiency impacts, 
'second contingency demand response, 
energy storage, "second contingency' 
solar PV) should occur.).

to modify ISO's I.CR analysis. it 
concluded that "the expectation of 
over hundreds of MWs of'second 
contingencv' demand resources 
identified by the Revised Scoping 
Memo cannot be disregarded.” The 
Commission found that there is a 
reasonable likelihood that more DR
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I.CR need in the future. and that it 
is reasonable to eonsider this 
potential as a directional indicator.

'second contingency' I)R as one of 
the resources with sufficient 
potential to support reducing ISO's 
need determination when 
calculating the maximum 
authorized procurement range.

Will Increase in future.

of'second contingency' customer 
side solar PY undcrcounted the 
solar PY resources likely to exist by 
2022. Specifically. CP.IA argued 
that by 2022. with the likely 
implementation of smart imerters 
anil a smarter grid in general, 
distributed generation such as 
customer side PY will pro\ ide 
manageable power located in the 
affected area that can reduce peak 
loads, reduce transmission line loss, 
and pro\ ide ancillary ser\ ices such 
as reactive power and voltage 
support.

125 ("It is likely that Commission 
programs and the marketplace will 
increase the amount of solar PY in the 
future.).

125 (A proxy for calculating a minimum 
l.CR need level is to ealeidate the I.CR 
impact if any two likely potential 
scenarios (load-shedding. Mesa I.oop- 
In. additional energy efficiency impacts, 
'second contingency demand response, 
energy storage, 'second contingency ' 
solar PY) should occur.).

the ISO's study results because it 
found it had insufficient 
information regarding the location 
of solar PY. but the Commission 
found that it is likely solar PY will 
increase in the future and used it as 
a proxy for calculating minimum 
I.CR need.

Decision Targets Should Reduce 
I.CR Needs. (Question Raised My A I..I damson 

During the September 4. 2013 Pre- 
I Iearing Conference at pp. 3-5.storage procurement anticipated in 

I). 13-10-040 complete by 2020 and

- 8 -
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if not all ol’llial decision’s storage 
targets should he available by 2022. 
CL.IA reeommeiuled the 
Commission lower its l.( R need 
determination to relied SCL's and 
SIXi&L's energy storage targets. 
CL.IA submitted testimony, briefs, 
comments, anil conducted cross
examination on this issue.

.10.

124: finding of I act 71 at p. 125 (A 
prow for calculating a minimum I.CR 
need level is to calculate the I.CR 
impact if any two likely potential 
scenarios (load-shedding. Mesa I.oop- 
ln. additional energv efficiency impacts 
'second contingency demand response, 
eneruv sioraue. 'second conliinicncv ’

V. . s. v. .

solar I’V) should occur.).

lower the I.CR need based on 
energy storage, the Commission 
determined that the targets and 
requirements of 1). 1.1-10-040 "lead 
to a conclusion that energy storage 
resources will reduce I.CR needs in 
the SONGS serv ice area in the 
future.” The Commission then 
concluded it is reasonable to 
consider the potential for energy- 
storage as a directional indicator, 
and included energy storage among 
the potential resources justify ing a 
reduction of the ISO’s need 
calculation.

and 21 at p. 132.

hslimatc Should Be Revised. 22.23-24.

the September 2013 CLC draft 
demand forecast as the most recent 
publicly available information 
regarding energy efficiency and 
demand, and argued that the data in 
the August 2012 ILPR provided an 
incomplete basis upon vv liich to 
estimate energy savings through 
2022. CL.IA also argued that the 
Revised Scoping Memo’s direction 
to CAISO to use the "low level of 
11' 1 -.| savings Ionise in this set of 
studies” in SIXiiCL’s local capacity 
area was inappropriate in light of 
the fact that SIXi&L’s service 

L territory was the same as its local

120.

p. 137.

- 9 -
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the SIX itVili lerrilorx should be 
reduced bv 152 MW.

assumptions based on the 2013 
demand Ibreeast. but found based 
on the reeord that updates to the 
demand foreeast are reasonably 
likely to lower l.C R needs, 
determined that it is reasonable to 
eonsider the potential for sueh 
reduetion as a direetional indiealor. 
and included additional I.f among 
the potential resottrees jlistil'\ ing a 
reduetion of the ISO's need 
ealeulalion. The Commission 
agreed with (TJA's position that 
the Reused Scoping Memo should 
ha\e used the mid-le\el energx 
efficiency estimate and adjusted the 
ISO stude results b\ 152 MW.

Solutions Should be Considered.

32.
the transmission solutions, 
including the Mesa I.oop-ln. a 500 
k\‘ Direel Current (DC) 
transmission project from Imperial 
Yallex to SO\(iS. and a 500 k V 
regional transmission projeet from 
I lexers Substation to a new 230 kY 
substation in north San Diego 
County. ISO did not consider any 
ol'the multiple potential 
transmission solutions that were 
identified In C1JA.

pp. 127-2N.

at pp. 130-37.

was insufficient information to 
make a specific finding that any 
transmission project will be able to 
reduce I.CR needs in the SONOS 
area In 2022. I low ex er. the 
Commission found based on the 
reeord that the proposed 
transmission solutions in the reeord

- 10-
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if completed in lime, and that there 
is a reasonable possibility at least 
one of the transmission solutions 
discussed will be operational bv 
2022. with the Mesa I.oop-ln being 
the most likely. The Commission 
included the identified transmission 
solutions among the potential 
resources justifving a reduction of 
the ISO's need calculation.

Not Account for Mane Resources

4071 MW of resources and 
transmission solutions not 
accounted for h\ the ISO.

07.
4000 MW of resources not included 
in the ISO study had been identified 
bv the parlies and that it is 
reasonable to conclude that between 
I.V'„ and 22" i) of those resources 
would be available to reduce I.C R 
need in 2022.L

B.

( laimant CPUC Verified

Yesa.

Yesb.

primary inlervenors taking positions similar to Cf.lA. Other parties that 
have taken some similar positions include the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, the Clean Coalition. Tl RN. (T.fRT. the Protect Our 
Communities foundation. Onion of Concerned Scientists. fnv ironmental 
Defense fund, and Vole Solar Initiative. 1
The Division of Ratepayer Advocates was renamed the Office of Ratepayer Advocates effective 

September 26, 2013, pursuant to Seriate Bill No. 96 (Budget Act of 2013: public resources), which was 
approved by the Governor on September 26, 2013.
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avoid duplication or how your participation supplemented, 
complemented, or contributed to that of another party:

efforts in order to avoid duplication. CTJA and Sierra Club agreed to Hie 
separate comments where the arguments would supplement or 
complement each other: when the arguments were aligned. (TJA and 
Sierra Club drafted and filed joint comments, l or example. (TJA and 
Sierra Club tiled separate Opening Comments on November 2. 2012. In 
those comments. Cl21A anil Sierra Club tools different yet complementary 
positions and approaches to the issues: (TJA discussed concerns with the 
Independent livaluator while Sierra Club discussed the Bagiev Keene Act. 
Subsequently. (TJA and Sierra Club jointly filed Reply Comments on 
November 30. 2012 since both parties' responses to the other parties' 
opening comments were consistent vv ith each other. Working together on 
these and other issues minimi/cd internal drafting time and the potential 
for duplication. As reflected by the timesheets, the time (TJA spent on 
Track 3 was minimal.

Office of Ratepayer Advocates. (TJA was in regular contact with these 
organizations to discuss positions and ensure that duplication was 
avoided. Before submitting comments, briefs, and testimony in the ease. 
(TJA discussed proposed coverage with these parties to prevent 
duplication.

working jointly in discovery and discussing expert testimony coverage. 
Throughout discovery, the three parties and. frequently. Clean Coalition, 
communicated regularly via phone and e-mail to determine what 
information was needed in the form of data requests from CAISO. S(T2 
and SIXiiNb. (TJA. ORA. Sierra Club and sometimes Clean Coalition 
subsequently submitted eleven joint data requests to CAISO. S( T. and 
SIXicNf between July and October of 2013. not only saving lime and 
effort for themselves, but for the K)l.:s and CAISO as well. Similarly. 
(TJA. Sierra Club, and ORA determined that they all held similar 
positions on CAISO's failure to include the full range of reactive power 
resources from its 2012-13 Transmission Plan in the local capacity studies 
without SONOS. As such, on June 2N. 2013 they filed a joint motion 
asking the Commission to correct that failure. CIJA. ORA and Sierra 
Club also ensured that their experts spoke during this discovery period to 
ensure that the testimony each party was developing was complementary 
and not duplicative.

evidentiary hearings. (TJA and Sierra Club coordinated their questions
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the experts for CUA and Sierra Club conferred to au>id duplication and 
ensure they both eompleniented and supplemented each other's work.

expert options which highlighted its own arguments from its perspectixe 
as an alliance of enx ironmenlal justice organi/alions. f or example. 
(TJA's expert. Julia Max. has significant experience related to air quality 
and working with communities impacted by fossil fuel facilities. "I"his 
experience was distinct from other experts. (TJA's representation of 
enx ironmenlal justice communities that could be potentiall\ impacted by a 
decision enriched the record. Due to this coordination and (TJA's unique 
representation ol'U communities. (TJA's contributions resulted in a 
complementary presentation. A rexiew of the decision rex cals that when 
multiple parties xxorked on an issue, the results were eumulalixe. not 
duplicalixc. Multi-party participation \\ as necessary in light of the many 
parlies advocating opposing positions for nearly ex cry i>*suc.

work of the aforementioned parties and to axoid duplication. CUA was 
able to offer its own unique perspeetixe on a wide range of issues as the 
lone organization adx ocaling for enx ironmenlal justice communities. As a 
result of these efforts, the final decisions in this proceeding cited (TJA's 
arguments, testimony, experts, and discoxery throughout.

# or

Claimant Comment

(T.IA prox ided substantial testimony from its expert as well as 
arguments in comments and briefing about the importance of 
ensuring that CAISO. SCI!, and SIXicCL follow the Loading Order 
anil (ill(i reduction goals in the procurement process, file 
Commission agreed with CUA when it upheld these assertions in 
the Track 3 final Decision at pp. 1 1-12. and in the Track 4 final 
Decision at pp. 12-lb and Order 1 1. for example. Conclusion of 
Law 41 in the Track 4 decision stated: "SCL's proposal to add its 
additional Track 4 procurement requirement to its Track 1 
authorization from I).13-02-015. without any specification of 
resource type, is not consistent with Commission policies to adhere 
to the Loading Order."

CPUC

CUA

the Track 3 
and 4
Decisions by 
arguing for
the
importance of 
follow ing the 
Loading 
Order and 
enx ironmenlal 
requirements.

C1JA supported the concept ol'SCL's I.ix ing Pilot program, but 
recommended that the Commission consider it in a different, more 
appropriate proceeding. Comments of CUA. Sierra Club, and 
Protect Our Communities foundation Regarding Scheduling Issues 
(0 10 13) at p. II: CUA Track 4 Reply Uriel'(12 lb 13) at p. x. 2b.

CUA

the Track 4 
Decision by
support ing the 
concept of a

- 13 -
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The Commission found in binding of fact 5ft that the Living Pilot 
was a "promising concept." flic Commission also "strongly 
cncourage|d| SIXi&L to pursue its own Living Pilot." 1). 14-03
004. at p. ftft.

PART III:

CPU
hears a reasonable relationship with benefits realized through 
participation (include references to record, where appropriate)

CL.IA is asking for S2NN.33ft in Ices and costs for its advocacy in Tracks 3 
anil 4 ol’tlie proceeding. CL.IA participated in all major aspects ofthesc 
Tracks, including filing multiple briefs, comments, extensive testimony, 
and conducting substantial discovers. CILIA also participated in 
workshops and hearings, including cross-examining numerous CAISO. 
SCL. and SIXi&L witnesses. In general. CILIA advocated for 
consideration of preferred resources and no unneeded procurement in the 
SONGS area. CL.IA's arguments were relied upon to lower the total 
procurement authority requested by CAISO. SCL. and SIXicNL. and to 
require minimum amounts of preferred resource procurement for the two 
utilities.

CLJ.Vs participation in this proceeding also directly contributed to the 
Commission's Track 3 decision to make (J( Rs more understandable and 
accessible to the public. PGcNL. SCL.. and SIXi&L all recommended 
maintaining the status quo which would have kept OCRs from providing 
any clear information to the community at large. In contrast. CILIA 
requested an increase in transparency within the procurement process to 
ensure meaningful public participation. CILIA also provided detailed 
information on the value of allow ing existing power plants to bid upgrades 
orrepovvers into new-generation RLOs.

CILIA's extensive participation and detailed filings and teslimonv ensured 
the Commission had sufficient information to make a determination from 
the record. CL.IA's request for lees and costs is likely to be a very small 
portion of the benefits that utility customers are likely to ultimately reali/e 
due to the reduction in unnecessary procurement, increased ulili/ation of 
preferred resources, and rule changes regarding QCRs. transparency, and 
RIO bidding.

CILIA participated in all major aspects of Tracks 3 and 4 of this

„ 14 „
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testimony. and conduct ini* suhslanl ial discovery. C T..IA also participated in 
workshops and hearings. including cross-examining numerous witnesses. 
CL.IA's testimony and filings include hundreds of pages of detailed 
substantive analysis. The amount of time t’ld A spend on the proceeding is 
reasonable considering CL.IA's extensive participation in and contribution 
to a vv ide range of issues in both Tracks.

fid A and the Lnv ironmcnlal Law and Justice Clinic (LldC) were 
conscious of using staff vv ith the appropriate amount of work experience 
for the tasks they performed: tasks that were appropriate for law students 
were mainly handled by law students, while tasks that required more 
experience were handled by more experienced attorneys or experts. This 
kept fees reasonable. In addition, the hours claimed do not include lime 
spent on issues ultimately not addressed in the decision and time spent 
mentoring or assisting students. The rales requested for these tasks are at 
the low end oflhe ranges authorized by the Commission for attorneys, 
experts, and law students.

Deborah Bellies look on a lead role for much of Track 3 and the early 
stages of Track 4: .lames Corbel li and David Xi/mor shared the lead role 
for Track 4 beginning in September 2013. Bellies. Corbelli. and Xi/mor all 
coordinated with co-counsel. Sliana I.a/erow. to ensure that internal 
duplication was avoided, anil if duplication did occur, we have removed it 
from the timesheet. When possible, junior attorneys took a lead role for 
CL.IA. Lor example, law students took a lead role in research and writing 
briefing and one law student represented CL.IA at a pre-hearing conference, 
flic briefings CILIA submitted in this proceeding included significant 
amounts of research on many topics. When students or a junior attorney 
were not available, or when deadlines would not allow for student 
participation. CL.IA's attorneys look lead roles in writing briefs and 
comments.

CLJA's expert. Julia May. rev ievved briefs and comments throughout the 
proceeding to ensure technical accuracy. Considering the vv ide range of 
topics that she rev ievved. her lime is reasonable.

CT..IA and Id..1C made significant cuts in the timesheets. CILIA and LUC 
are not requesting time for
or excessive. (LUC has retained the log of the over 1000 hours that were 
removed if the Commission wishes to review it.) CILIA and Id..1C did a 
detailed rev ievv to eliminate duplication, l or example, for meetings and 
hearings. CILIA and LI..IC are only requesting lime for the primary attorney 
who appeared at the meeting or hearing. CILIA is not requesting time for 
multiple attorneys for meetings or hearings. In addition, the hours claimed 
do not request hours on time spent assisting students or for tasks that were

- 15 -
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comment that it deemed excessive ;uul el iminnted the majorilv of hours 
used lor interna I collaboration.
c. Allocation of Hours by Issue

('Ll A divided its work into live different issues: (1) (ieneral Procurement 
Policv Issues: (2) Transmission-Related Issues: (3) Resource Assumptions: 
(4) Hearings. Meetings. and Coordination: (5) (ieneral Work on the I.TPP. 
The detailed breakdown lor each issue is provided in the timesheets, which 
are attached to this request.

Issue I: I 1.7".. 
Issue 2: 30.9” „ 
Issue 3: 45,3".. 
Issue 4: 4.4".. 
Issue 5: 1 .S"<■

As the breakdown demonstrates. (. LIA spent the majorilv of its time 
working on the substantive issues in the proceeding. It only spent around 
b'1,, of its total time on hearings, meetings, coordination, and general work 
in the proceeding.

Year Hours KatcS Basis for Kate'" Total S Hours Rate $ Total $

S315 AIJ-2N7. Table 
1: Comment 1

S5.02217.85Bellies

57.2 ALI-287. Table 
1: Comment I

S330 SIN.87bBellies

20.7 S340 AI..1-287. Table 
I: Comment I

S7.038Bellies

2013 240.5 A LI-287. Table 
1: ('onimenl 2

S3 10 S70.415Corbel I i

43.25 S3 2 5 A LI-287. Table 
1: ( onimenl 2

SI 4.050( orbelli

- 16-
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40.7 AIJ-2S7. Table 
I: ( omment 3

S33ft s l 6.600
I .a/.erow

3.4 S342 AI..I-2S7. Table 
I: ( omment 3

S1 I 62
I.a/.erow

252.5 S210 AI..I-2S7. Table 
I: ( oinmenl 4

S53.025/izmor

56.3 S210 AIJ-2S7. Table 
I: Comment 4

S1 1 .N23
Zi/.mor

AI..I-2S7. Table 
I: Comment 5

S2.S4S17.X SI 60Lew is

2013 I S3.6 S230 AI..1-2X7. Table 
1: Comment 6

S42.22S

2014 10.5 S240 ALI-2S7. Table 
I: ( omment 6

S2.520

Subtotal; $

Total $Total S Hours Rate

2013 1 OS. 55 S100 I).04-04-12. 
Comment 7

Law
Students

SIO.S55

2014 03.3 I).04-04-12. 
Comment 7

S 0.3 30Law
Students

S100

t
Si

Total S Hours Rate Total $

2014 34.5 I).04-04-12. 
Comment S

S3.450Law
Students

SI00

2014 5.5 sri S040( omment S
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14 S105 S1.4“0(ommenl S
Zi/mor

# Detail Amount Amountii

Costs to send teslimonv. 
comments, and briefs

Postage Costs S55

Copv ing 
Costs

frav el ( osts

S22

Airfare, transportation, meals for 
two CL.IA representatives to travel 
from LA to San Lraneiseo
.Sir

1
>9O

TOTAL AWARD: $

When en 

* If hour!)
** Travel < 
rate.

ecessary.
•wise, attach rationale.
»f preparer’s normal hourly

Date Admitted to CA 
BAR2

Member Number Actions Affecting

If “Yes”, attach 
explanation

NoDecember 21.2001 21S2S1

December 12. I9S3 1 1 133S No

.lime 2. 200S 25 5 SO.1 No

June 4. 199S 195491 No

December 3. 2013 291933 No
L

c. on Part III

t

#

This information may be obtained at: http://www.calbar.ca.gov/.
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Resumes of James Corbelli. Dav id Xi/mor. and I leather Lew is (the Resumes of 
Dehorali Bellies. Shana I.a/erow and Julia Mav were attaehed to CBJA's Track I 
Request for Compensation. Hied April 12.2013).

Deborah Bellies has been practicing en\ ironmental law sinee 2001 and has been 
practicing at the BI..IC sinee 200S. She has represented parlies in several Commission 
proceedings sinee 200S. In 1). 13-12-022. the Commission approved a rate of S315 per 
hour lor her vv ork in 2012. We ask for that same rate in 2012 and request modest step 
inereases pursuant to AIJ-287 in 2013 and 2014. These rates relleet the lowest rate for 
her experienee vv ilh the authorized step adjustment.

James Corbelli has been practicing law sinee 19N3. He has handled a varielv ofeivil 
and technical matters during his eareer. 11 is resume is attaehed to this request.
Pursuant to AL.I-287. we request S3 10 for his work in 2013. which is the lowest level 
for attorneys with over 13 years of experienee. We request S325 for Mr. Corbelli's 
work in 2014. which represents the 5".. step increase authorized In AL.I-287.

Shana I.a/erow is Chief Litigation Attorney at CBL. She graduated from law school at 
the Cniversitv of California. Los Angeles in 1007. She has practiced environmental 
and administrative law for more than 13 years. and has held the position ofChiefof 
Litigation at CBL sinee 2005. Ms. I.a/erow received a rale of S320 for her 2012 work 
in the 2010 I.TPP.
represents the 5"n increase authori/ed by AI..I-2N1 and AL.I-287. and S342 for her 
work in 2014 which represents the 2".> cost-of-living adjustment authori/ed by AI..I- 
287. '

David Xi/.mor is a (iraduate bellow at the Ian ironmental Law anil Justice Clinic. He 
graduated from law school at (iolden (iate Cniversitv School of Law in 2007. and was 
admitted into the California Bar in June 2008. I Iis resume detailing his experienee is 
attaehed to this request. Pursuant to AI..1-287. his requested rate is S210. which is the 
lowest rate for an attornev with his experienee.

Heather Lewis is a Legal bellow at Communities fora Better environment and a 
graduate of New York Cniv ersilv School of Law. As rellected in her resume, she has 
div erse env ironmental law experiences and background. I Ier resume is attached to this 
request. She was admitted into the California Baron December 3. 2013. Her work on 
the proceeding that we are requested compensation for occurred after that dale. Based 
on Resolution AL.I-287. her requested rate is SI00. which is the lowest rate for an 
attornev with her experienee.

Julia May is Senior Staff Scientist at Communities for a Better Lin ironmenl. l or more 
than twenty vears. Ms. May has been providing technical advice to community 
members concerning env ironmental and energy-related matters. Ms. Mav holds a BS 
in electrical engineering from Cniv ersilv of Michigan. Ann Arbor ( 19N1). Based on 
Resolution AL.I-281. her requested rate of S220 is the lowest reasonable rate for an

1
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percentage rate increase authorized in Resolutions A I..1-267. AIJ-2N1 anti AI..I-2N7. 
Ms. May proxided im uluublc testimony concerning ninny of the leehnienl questions 
presented in Track IV. uliieli ennhled CL.IA to make its significant eontribntion.

A rate of S100 per hour lor law student work was approxeil in I). I 3-12-022. I). 13-10
014. and D.l 1-03-025. I).04-04-012 also approxed Id..1C law students fora rate ol’SOO 
per hour for work done in 2003. The rale took into account that the Id..1C law students 
reeeixed academic credits for the work they did. 1).07-04-032 approxed SI00 per hour 
for work a law student did in 2006. C Id A requests the same SI 00 per hour rale for law 
students that w as prex iously approx ed in D.l 1 -03-025. I). 13-10-014. and I). 13-12-022.

I).04-04-012 cites the usual method ofculling in half the approx ed rate ofan attorney 
for work done on applications for interxenor compensation because the task does not 
need the expertise ofan attorney. I low ex er. D.04-04-012 did axxard the full rale 
approx ed for Id JC law students for time spent on the application for interxenor 
compensation. Accordingly, we haxe cut the attorney rate for time spent on the 
application for interxenor compensation in half, while leax ing the law student rate the 
same. As these rates were approx ed in D.l 1-03-025 and D.l 3-10-014. CL.IA requests 
their approxal in this proceeding as well. (Note: I).13-12-022 awarded ld.JC Law 
Students S50 for work on the Interxenor Compensation claim. We beliexe that this rate 
was in error, and further it is inconsistent with D.l 1-03-025 and I). 13-10-014).

A community member and a stalTmember from CL.IA Hew up to San ITancisco to 
participate in discussions related to the then-proposed Track 4 decision. Their 
expenses

D. C JC ):

Item Reason
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(CPU1

If so:

Reason for Opposition CPUC Disposition

If not:

Comment CPUC Disposition

'GS OF FACT

Claimant [has/has not] made a substantial contribution to D.1.

The requested hourly rates for Claimant’s representatives [,as adjusted herein,] are 
comparable to market rates paid to experts and advocates having comparable 
training and experience and offering similar services.

2.

The claimed costs and expenses [,as adjusted herein,] are reasonable and 
commensurate with the work performed.

3.

The total of reasonable contribution is $4.

1. The Claim, with any adj
requirements of Pub. Utn. wocte $$ isui-isiz.

s/fails to satisfy] all
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o 1

Claimant is awarded $1.

2.

i

wiaimant. s request, anti continuing until uni payment is inaue.

The comment period for today’s decision [is/is not] waived.3.

This decision is effective today.4.

Dated , at San Francisco, California.
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1 hereby certify that I have this day served a copy of the foregoing INTI
COMPENSATION CLAIM OF California Environmental Justice Alliance AND 
DECISION ON INTERVENOR COMPENSATION CLAIM by (check as
appropriate):

)R

hand deli\ er\:
|x | first-class mail: and or 
|\| electronic mail

to the following persons appearing on the official Service 1.1st:

Sec attached Service List.

California.

I)a\ ill Xi/.mor

Lin ironmcnlal Law A Justice Clinic
536 Mission Street
San Lrancisco. CA 04105-206X
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